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Jul 21, 2016 at 7:35pm UTC
OLASUPO @olasupoajayi

RT @rayvocate: Q5. @amwithigah how can local activists access the
media? #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls #EndFGM

Raymond Ukwa @rayvocate

RT @28TooMany: @amwithigah First the VAPP Act needs to be
adopted in ALL States - many local NGOs working hard to achieve this
aim #endcutt…

DIANA KENDI @DianaKendi_M

RT @rayvocate: Female Genital Mutilation is all procedures involving
the partial or total removal of the external genitalia #endcuttinggirls

Naimah Hassan @NymaHassan

RT @IreneMutile: @rayvocate @amwithigah I wish all media houses
would have special time across board talking about #Endcuttinggirls
this wo…

Naimah Hassan @NymaHassan

RT @rayokpani: @IreneMutile @rayvocate @amwithigah It will
require a virile sensitization of media personnel to fully buy into the
need to…

Naimah Hassan @NymaHassan

RT @Adexconsult: @NymaHassan, Yuo are very correct this will go a
long way in #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls
twitter.com/NymaHassan/sta…

Sir. Bradley Richard @HabBradley

RT @28TooMany: @amwithigah First the VAPP Act needs to be
adopted in ALL States - many local NGOs working hard to achieve this
aim #endcutt…

Maskani Ya Taifa @Maskani254

RT @28TooMany: @amwithigah First the VAPP Act needs to be
adopted in ALL States - many local NGOs working hard to achieve this
aim #endcutt…

Jul 21, 2016 at 7:00pm UTC
Raymond Ukwa @rayvocate

@NymaHassan thanks so much for your contributions. we hope to
host you sometime #endcuttinggirls

Raymond Ukwa @rayvocate

on behalf of @amwithigah and the @endcuttinggirls team, we thank
you all for joining, see you same time next week #endcuttinggirls

Raymond Ukwa @rayvocate

RT @28TooMany: @amwithigah @rayvocate Thank you for inviting
us. We look forward to further discussions & sharing knowledge to
#EndFGM #end…

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult

RT @NymaHassan: #endfgm community activists should be taught
appropriate media strategies and messaging suited for their target
audience #e…

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult

@NymaHassan, Yuo are very correct this will go a long way in
#endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls twitter.com/NymaHassan/sta…

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult

RT @AdemolaOlushayo: @thevisionbuild @amwithigah @rayvocate
Good question, that will surely be a good crowd pulling event to
#endcuttinggir…

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult

RT @AdemolaOlushayo: @thevisionbuild @rayvocate You are so
right,this can be harnessed to providing sensitization to
#endcuttinggirls

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult

RT @onisyes: All hand must be on deck to stop FGM/C. This trend
must be discontinues #endcuttinggirls".Save dis generation our girls
are ve…

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult

RT @TBINigeria1: For Me; Advocacy, Awareness & Sensitizatn of the
Public is a key role. #endcuttinggirls @amwithigah...
https://t.co/8dny8P…

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult

RT @TBINigeria1: VAPP ACT is VIOLENCE AGAINST PERSONS
(PROHIBITION) ACT #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @rayvocate
@amwithigah... https:/…

Nwachukwu Kelechukwu @luckyparadise23

RT @rayvocate: @fmwangipowell thank you for joining us today, we
appreciate your time. #endcuttinggirls

Nwachukwu Kelechukwu @luckyparadise23

RT @rayvocate: Female Genital Mutilation is all procedures involving
the partial or total removal of the external genitalia #endcuttinggirls

Nwachukwu Kelechukwu @luckyparadise23

RT @rayvocate: Today we will be talking about global media
strategies and Best Practices for Nigeria's effort in #EndFGM
Campaign #endcutti…

Nwachukwu Kelechukwu @luckyparadise23

RT @rayvocate: @amwithigah @endcuttinggirls thanks for your time
today it was so engaging, join us same time next week.
#endcuttinggirls

Nwachukwu Kelechukwu @luckyparadise23

RT @endcuttinggirls: Join us this Thursday and every Thursday to
#endcuttinggirls #endFGM with @rayvocate @amwithigah
.@okoli_anthonia http…

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult

RT @dareadaramoye: Great! @amwithigah @endcuttinggirls
#endcuttinggirls twitter.com/amwithigah/sta…

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult

RT @OluseunEsan17: @amwithigah @TheGirlGen @TonyMwebia
@YouTube Music-It makes remembrance easy and vital messages
thus passed & remembered…

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult

RT @dareadaramoye: I will say Facebook! Its has more users than
any other CC: @rayvocate @amwithigah @endcuttinggirls
#endcuttinggirls htt…

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult

RT @endcuttinggirls: @fmwangipowell @amwithigah @IreneMutile
@rayvocate The Do No Harm Campaign is a good strategy for
changing social norm…

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult

RT @endcuttinggirls: @Shamaki11 @amwithigah @rayvocate
@menagainstgbv an advantage we can tap into. #endcuttinggirls, with
quality packages.

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult

RT @dareadaramoye: Local Dialect is key... We cannot over
emphasis this #endcuttinggirls twitter.com/OluseunEsan17/…

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult

RT @Shamaki11: A1 @rayvocate @amwithigah Media houses in
Nigeria are begining to give free airtime and space for free for
#endcuttinggirls…

Asenath Mwithigah @amwithigah

RT @28TooMany: @amwithigah @rayvocate Thank you for inviting
us. We look forward to further discussions & sharing knowledge to
#EndFGM #end…

28TooMany @28TooMany

@amwithigah @rayvocate Thank you for inviting us. We look forward
to further discussions & sharing knowledge to #EndFGM
#endcuttinggirls

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult

RT @Shamaki11: A1 @rayvocate @amwithigah The social media is
another vital media strategy among the youth to #endcuttinggirls
@menagainstgbv

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult

RT @okoli_anthonia: @28TooMany @amwithigah I completely agree.
Young persons are spear heading the cause in Nigeria. Many more
are joining…

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult

RT @Shamaki11: @rayvocate A1 @amwithigah The radio is the most
viable in the world, especially in developing societies in
#endcuttinggirls…

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult

RT @rayvocate: Q2. How effective has these strategies been in those
countries? #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @amwithigah

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult

RT @rayokpani: #endcuttinggirls 200million girls cut is ridiculous. I
can imagine the combination of physical, emotional damage that has
be…

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult

RT @rayvocate: Female Genital Mutilation is all procedures involving
the partial or total removal of the external genitalia #endcuttinggirls

Adex Ademola @Adexconsult

RT @rayvocate: Today we will be talking about global media
strategies and Best Practices for Nigeria's effort in #EndFGM
Campaign #endcutti…

Raymond Ukwa @rayvocate

RT @NymaHassan: #endfgm community activists should be taught
appropriate media strategies and messaging suited for their target
audience #e…

Raymond Ukwa @rayvocate

RT @amwithigah: @rayvocate @endcuttinggirls thank you for having
me. Glad to be part of the great discussions. #endcuttinggirls
https://t.c…

Asenath Mwithigah @amwithigah

@rayvocate @endcuttinggirls thank you for having me. Glad to be part
of the great discussions. #endcuttinggirls twitter.com/rayvocate/stat…

Ola Moses @thevisionbuild

This is a stylish way of butchering our sisters, I will join in everything
that will end FGM @amwithigah @rayvocate #endcuttinggirls

Raymond Ukwa @rayvocate

RT @28TooMany: @amwithigah @rayvocate We profile
@GdnEndFGM campaign in our new report on #FGM in #Nigeria due
Oct. Important media work #e…

Nwachukwu Kelechukwu @luckyparadise23

RT @28TooMany: @amwithigah @rayvocate We profile
@GdnEndFGM campaign in our new report on #FGM in #Nigeria due

Oct. Important media work #e…

Raymond Ukwa @rayvocate

@fmwangipowell thank you for joining us today, we appreciate your
time. #endcuttinggirls

Nwachukwu Kelechukwu @luckyparadise23

RT @amwithigah: @rayvocate A1. @GdnEndFGM by the Guardian is
one of the media strategies. #endcuttinggirls, #endFGM @TheGirlGen
@Maskani254…

Nwachukwu Kelechukwu @luckyparadise23

RT @rayokpani: #endcuttinggirls 200million girls cut is ridiculous. I
can imagine the combination of physical, emotional damage that has
be…

Nwachukwu Kelechukwu @luckyparadise23

RT @Shamaki11: A3 @rayvocate @amwithigah Considering where
we are in Naija, I think the media is trying in #endcuttinggirls
@menagainstgbv

Nwachukwu Kelechukwu @luckyparadise23

RT @28TooMany: @rayvocate @amwithigah Rise of social media is
huge in #Nigeria Training & equipping young activists is positive to
#EndFGM…

Nwachukwu Kelechukwu @luckyparadise23

RT @rayvocate: Q2. How effective has these strategies been in those
countries? #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls @amwithigah

Nwachukwu Kelechukwu @luckyparadise23

RT @amwithigah: @Shamaki11 @rayvocate @menagainstgbv I
agree. Community Radios are powerful tools for influencing change
#endcuttinggirls,…

Nwachukwu Kelechukwu @luckyparadise23

RT @Shamaki11: A1 @rayvocate @amwithigah Media houses in
Nigeria are begining to give free airtime and space for free for
#endcuttinggirls…

Nwachukwu Kelechukwu @luckyparadise23

RT @onisyes: All hand must be on deck to stop FGM/C. This trend
must be discontinues #endcuttinggirls".Save dis generation our girls
are ve…

Nwachukwu Kelechukwu @luckyparadise23

RT @28TooMany: @rayvocate @amwithigah It's not easy - that's why
we have to work together, share knowledge & best practice, help
activists…

Nwachukwu Kelechukwu @luckyparadise23

RT @NymaHassan: #endfgm community activists should be taught
appropriate media strategies and messaging suited for their target
audience #e…

Raymond Ukwa @rayvocate

@amwithigah @endcuttinggirls thanks for your time today it was so
engaging, join us same time next week. #endcuttinggirls

Peter papka @Peterm_papka

RT @NymaHassan: #endfgm community activists should be taught
appropriate media strategies and messaging suited for their target
audience #e…

EndFGM/C @endcuttinggirls

RT @dareadaramoye: Great! @amwithigah @endcuttinggirls
#endcuttinggirls twitter.com/amwithigah/sta…

Naimah Hassan @NymaHassan

#endfgm community activists should be taught appropriate media
strategies and messaging suited for their target audience
#endcuttinggirls

EndFGM/C @endcuttinggirls

RT @amwithigah: Q. What can the media do to domesticate the VAPP
Act #endFGM, #Endcuttinggirls? @rayvocate @endcuttinggirls
@felxfames @Sha…

EndFGM/C @endcuttinggirls

RT @dareadaramoye: We shall get there... #endcuttinggirls
@ifashanigeria @endcuttinggirls twitter.com/ifashanigeria/…

EndFGM/C @endcuttinggirls

RT @Chukwubueze_N: Am in support of your idea. @dareadaramoye
@endcuttinggirls #Endcuttinggirls in #Nigeria
twitter.com/dareadaramoye/…

EndFGM/C @endcuttinggirls

RT @TBINigeria1: Retweeted IQVibes (@Chukwubueze_N): Am in
support of your idea. @dareadaramoye @endcuttinggirls
#Endcuttinggirls... https…

EndFGM/C @endcuttinggirls

RT @rayvocate: @amwithigah @endcuttinggirls if the media do more
publications and publicity about the Act it gains grounds
#endcuttinggirls

EndFGM/C @endcuttinggirls

RT @rayvocate: Q5. @amwithigah how can local activists access the
media? #endcuttinggirls @endcuttinggirls #EndFGM

EndFGM/C @endcuttinggirls

RT @thevisionbuild: The world is now a place where technology can't
be overlooked @rayokpani @rayvocate @amwithigah
@endcuttinggirls #endc…

Raymond Ukwa @rayvocate

RT @NymaHassan: By connecting activists with tools, people and
networks that can amplify their work #endcuttinggirls
https://t.co/vJrVTGmQ…

EndFGM/C @endcuttinggirls

RT @dareadaramoye: I think Training and Reorientation will play a
major part... #endcuttinggirls @rayvocate @endcuttinggirls https://t.co/
…

EndFGM/C @endcuttinggirls

RT @amwithigah: @rayvocate, @endcuttinggirls Strengthened
partnerships and collaborations required to #EndFGM,
#endcuttinggirls. https://t…

Faith Mwangi-Powell @fmwangipowell

RT @28TooMany: @Maskani254 @rayvocate @amwithigah
@fmwangipowell We will also look at media in #EndFGM progs in our
#Kenya update report #e…

Chiamaka Adline @Cadlyn

RT @28TooMany: @rayvocate @amwithigah It's not easy - that's why
we have to work together, share knowledge & best practice, help
activists…

Chiamaka Adline @Cadlyn

RT @amwithigah: @rayvocate, @endcuttinggirls Strengthened
partnerships and collaborations required to #EndFGM,
#endcuttinggirls. https://t…

Chiamaka Adline @Cadlyn

RT @NymaHassan: By connecting activists with tools, people and
networks that can amplify their work #endcuttinggirls
https://t.co/vJrVTGmQ…

Raymond Ukwa @rayvocate

RT @AdemolaOlushayo: @thevisionbuild @rayvocate You are so
right,this can be harnessed to providing sensitization to
#endcuttinggirls

Raymond Ukwa @rayvocate

RT @AdemolaOlushayo: @thevisionbuild @amwithigah @rayvocate
Good question, that will surely be a good crowd pulling event to
#endcuttinggir…

anthonia okoli @okoli_anthonia

RT @dareadaramoye: Great! @amwithigah @endcuttinggirls
#endcuttinggirls twitter.com/amwithigah/sta…

anthonia okoli @okoli_anthonia

RT @endFGMC: (iii) Our Org(ifASHAN) with NEPAD initiated network
in Nigeria( GPN) are strengthening stakeholders capacities on
#endFGM/C #e…

Maskani Ya Taifa @Maskani254

RT @NymaHassan: By connecting activists with tools, people and
networks that can amplify their work #endcuttinggirls
https://t.co/vJrVTGmQ…

Maskani Ya Taifa @Maskani254

RT @amwithigah: @rayvocate, @endcuttinggirls Strengthened
partnerships and collaborations required to #EndFGM,
#endcuttinggirls. https://t…

Maskani Ya Taifa @Maskani254

RT @ifashanigeria: (iii) Our Org(ifASHAN) with NEPAD initiated
network in Nigeria( GPN) are strengthening stakeholders capacities
on #endFG…

IQVibes @Chukwubueze_N

Good one @NymaHassan #endcuttinggirls
twitter.com/NymaHassan/sta…

Ola Moses @thevisionbuild

@amwithigah I don't mind working with you to make the idea work
#endcuttinggirls @OluseunEsan17 @28TooMany
twitter.com/amwithigah/sta…

IQVibes @Chukwubueze_N

RT @endFGMC: (ii) Part of our best practice: Our organisation
developed MODULEs and MIS forms for our administrators
#endcuttinggirls @ra…

IQVibes @Chukwubueze_N

RT @onisyes: All hand must be on deck to stop FGM/C. This trend
must be discontinues #endcuttinggirls".Save dis generation our girls
are ve…

Naimah Hassan @NymaHassan

By connecting activists with tools, people and networks that can
amplify their work #endcuttinggirls twitter.com/rayvocate/stat…

endFGMC advocates @endFGMC

(iii) Our Org(ifASHAN) with NEPAD initiated network in Nigeria( GPN)
are strengthening stakeholders capacities on #endFGM/C
#endcuttinggirls

ifASHAN @ifashanigeria

(iii) Our Org(ifASHAN) with NEPAD initiated network in Nigeria( GPN)
are strengthening stakeholders capacities on #endFGM/C
#endcuttinggirls

Ademola Olushayo @AdemolaOlushayo

@thevisionbuild @amwithigah @rayvocate Good question, that will
surely be a good crowd pulling event to #endcuttinggirls

Nwachukwu Chidinma A @aprilchidinma

RT @cydi2k: Retweeted TBI Nigeria (@TBINigeria1): Local Dialect is
key... We cannot over emphasis this #endcuttinggirls... https://t.co/Ih…

Nwachukwu Chidinma A @aprilchidinma

RT @cydi2k: @rayokpani @amwithigah @rayvocate That's nice. Are
young people using the new media effectively to end FGM/C?

#endcuttinggirls

Asenath Mwithigah @amwithigah

RT @thevisionbuild: The world is now a place where technology can't
be overlooked @rayokpani @rayvocate @amwithigah
@endcuttinggirls #endc…

Raymond Ukwa @rayvocate

RT @28TooMany: @rayvocate @amwithigah It's not easy - that's why
we have to work together, share knowledge & best practice, help
activists…

Asenath Mwithigah @amwithigah

RT @28TooMany: @rayvocate @amwithigah It's not easy - that's why
we have to work together, share knowledge & best practice, help
activists…

Ademola Olushayo @AdemolaOlushayo

@thevisionbuild @rayvocate You are so right,this can be harnessed to
providing sensitization to #endcuttinggirls

Maskani Ya Taifa @Maskani254

RT @endFGMC: (ii) Part of our best practice: Our organisation
developed MODULEs and MIS forms for our administrators
#endcuttinggirls @ra…

Asenath Mwithigah @amwithigah

@rayvocate, @endcuttinggirls Strengthened partnerships and
collaborations required to #EndFGM, #endcuttinggirls.
twitter.com/rayvocate/stat…

Nwachukwu Chidinma A @aprilchidinma

RT @amwithigah: Use of music #EndFGM, #Endcuttinggirls.
youtube.com/watch?v=VLUtXM…, youtube.com/watch?v=CNoHF4…
@TheGirlGen @TonyMwebia https://…

Maskani Ya Taifa @Maskani254

RT @SaveOurWorld96: All hand must be on deck to stop FGM/C. This
trend must be discontinues #endcuttinggirls".Save dis generation our
girls…

Maskani Ya Taifa @Maskani254

RT @thevisionbuild: @rayvocate if they don't have access to social
media, they have access to radio, if TV is absent #endcuttinggirls
https…

Jul 21, 2016 at 6:08pm UTC

